Asian Studies Commencement Reception 2022

Congratulations, Graduates
Class of 2022!!

Chinese Majors
Juliet Elizabeth-Claire Balkian
Samantha Helen Earley
Nathaniel Albert Ellis
Adeia Grant
Allie Highsmith
Julien Alan Kornblum
Madison Louise Kunke
Jacob Singer
Nora Torbett
Benjamin David Williams
Christine Mari Young

Chinese Minors
Emma Blinn
Natalie Emma Chen
Daniel David Espinoza Vega
Lilli Kempton
Maxwell Liam Kusel
Mackenzie Grace Loi
Neomi Tule Ngo
Charles Standish

Japanese Majors
Caitlin Barbour
Royce Dragic
Simone Tova Elkins
Angela Joy Fisher
Gabriella Rose Junkins
Hannah Rose Turner
Anna Mayuko Watson

Japanese Minors
Nicolas Kiyohara
Natalie Vang Yates

Asian Studies Minors
Addison Baker
Ana Maya Enka Cordes
André Justin Corrales
Royce Dragic
Simone Tova Elkins
Pablo Nash Forsyth Simon
Kayla Frye
Kayla Grinsfelder
Gabriella Rose Junkins
Julien Alan Kornblum
Raven Moore
Erin Marietta Valoroso
Asian Studies cordially invites you, your family, and friends for a reception with refreshments honoring your achievements here at Puget Sound and your association with the Asian Studies program.

Saturday, May 14th, 2022
12 - 1 p.m. Upper Marshall Hall

Luce Scholars in Asia Program Resumes

After a one-year competition hiatus, the Luce Scholars Program will be accepting applications for the 2023-2024 Luce Scholars competition.

The Luce Scholars Program is a nationally competitive fellowship that offers early career leaders immersive, professional experiences in Asia. It is experiential rather than academic in nature and aims to forge stronger, more informed, more compassionate relationships across geographic borders by creating opportunities for young Americans across diverse sectors and interests to deepen their ties and understanding of the countries, cultures, and people of Asia.

The Program provides stipends, language training, and individualized professional placement in Asia for 15 to 18 Luce Scholars each year, and welcomes applications from college seniors, graduate students, and young professionals in a wide range of fields and from a variety of backgrounds who have had limited exposure to Asia.

The campus deadline is September 15, with a national deadline of October 1, 2022.

For more information, contact Kelli Delaney, Associate Director of Fellowships and Academic Advising (kdelaney@pugetsound.edu)

STAY CONNECTED